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NEW PROXIMITIES
E14 - productive city

URBAN STRATEGIES
The contemporary cities are reconsidering their
role in the manufacturing economy under the
constant pressure of a workplaces delocalization
and the emergence of new technologies. The
productive economy has left the city to the
periphery following the classic business logic,the
occasion to inject new program and life in the
new neighbourhood is found in the entrepreneurs
of the new productive economy. They work on
dynamic of projects and teams, often hardly
regulated, they are looking for locations in
the city, in adaptable, flexible places, with a
certain proximity to the center, and above all at
affordable rents. Taufkirchen is interpreted as
a blueprint for the upcoming development of
the city of munich, a concept that overcome the
monofuncitonal neighborhood, injecting in a
rigid structure new forms of work / production
together with a set of collective spaces with
different levels of usage.

ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT

The architectural ambition is to develop
a language based on simple elements
that contain the complexity of the new
forms of working and living, while giving
a level of flexibility that allows to meet all
the needs of different contexts and situations. The architectural scheme is based
on an aesthetic that is familiar and yet
contemporary following a synchronic vision of the history, that become source of
images and suggestions. Each of the built
units work with the same logic of residential and productive coexistence: the first
one organized in generous linear typology, the second in a podium that works
as a “filter” attracting different functions
while creating a tight relationship with the
streets.
The street in the last century shifted from
its function of urban interior to a more
utilitarian infrastructure, the project aim to
partially subvert this process establishing
a visual and functional exchange

STRUCTURAL CONCEPT

PRODUCTIVE CITY 50%

The simplicity of the system is reflected
also in its structure. Each of the new
block accommodate an underground
parking, a two stories basement with
different functions and a vertical set
of housing units ranging from 4 to 6
floors, all the elements are built on a
single structure. The integrity of the
structural concept allows a high degree
of prefabrication together with a very
efficient construction development.

The different natures of the block are
physically declared in its image. A two
stories podium with public and private
functions is the direct connection with
the parking plot underneath, and at the
same time serves as the entrance for
the residential units place on top. The
residential realm is placed on top of a
productive basement, a complex system
composed by special housing units
(handicap-students-co-living), working
section (atelier, offices, co-working,
workshops) and public spaces, in direct
connection with the streets and the new
gardens. The public / private progression
of the space allows this variety of
functions while activating the podium
and the rest of the building in different
moment of the day.

FUNCTIONAL CONCEPT

COMMON SPACES 20%

PRODUCTIVE PODIUM
The podium is flexible, adaptable to sites
with different features and constrains. It can
be configured in many different shapes by
composing the functional cells: productive,
public, housing, facilities.

Living + Atelier

Living + Office

Workshop

Co-working

Children Playground

RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES 10%

Workroom

OUTDOOR SPACES 10%

Kitchen and Lounge Area

Gym

SPECIAL HOUSING 10%

Productive and residential mixed-used
spaces such as ateliers and offices are located
next door to workshops and coworking,
while the common spaces can be enjoyed
both by the upper floor residents and the
working days users.
All these ingredients put together contribute
to create a dynamic system, perfectly
integrated with the building in its entirety.

Entrance

Laundry + Trash Room

Bike parking

VERTICAL CONNECTIONS

“Passage”

Patio

Plaza

Student Apartments or Co - Living

LOGGIAS

SERVICES CORE

Handicap Apartment

FACADE VARIABILITY

RESIDENTIAL BLOCKS
The residential types are composed by
standardized elements. In order to optimize
the plumbing systems, bathrooms are
always combined with kitchens “services
core”, declined in two different sizes.
The loggias are located at the corners of the
apartments, so that every house has its own
outdoor spaces interconnected with the
living areas.

Low Rise Building

High Rise Building

Large Core
Bathroom + Kitchen

Small Core
Bathroom + Cupboard

Corner Loggias

LOW RISE
TYPOLOGIES

Loggias

Loggia

Doble Windows
(Noise insulation)

Wood Panels

HIGH RISE
TYPOLOGIES

The two macro-typologies, high rise and
low rise, can answer to any type of site
demand, according to the neighboring
buildings.
TYPE 4
2-3 pp - 52 sqm

TYPE 1-2
1-2 pp - 40 sqm

TYPE 7
3 pp - 81 sqm

TYPE 5-6
3-4 pp - 66.50 sqm

TYPE 3-4
2 pp - 64 sqm

TYPE 8
5-6 pp - 102.5 sqm

TYPE 7
4 pp - 89 sqm

TYPE 5-6
3 pp - 71.5 sqm

TYPE 1-2
1-2 pp - 47 sqm

TYPE 3-4
2 pp - 63 sqm

SITE A

SITE B

SITE C

SITE D

Neuperlach Karl-Marx Ring

Munich, Neuperlach – Karl-Marx-Ring/Peschelanger

Taufkirchen,“AmWald”–Lindenring/Ulmenstrasse

Taufkirchen,“AmWald”–Waldstrasse

apartments: 60
parking lot: 154 (57 existing)

apartments: 22
parking lot: 87 (51 existing)

apartments: 42
parking lot: 95 (44 existing)

apartments: 44
parking lot: 402 (354 existing)

residential: 5600 sqm
productive: 1000 sqm
common spaces: 550 sqm

residential: 2100 sqm
productive: 800 sqm
common spaces: 200 sqm

residential: 4200 sqm
productive: 600 sqm
common spaces: 400 sqm

residential: 3900 sqm
productive: 850 sqm
common spaces: 450 sqm

green spaces: 2650 sqm

green spaces: 980 sqm

green spaces: 980 sqm

green spaces: 3100 sqm

masterplan 1:500

Windows +
wood panel
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COMMON SPACE - THE COURT

THE FLAT

SITE A - STRATEGY
In the Lot A, all the elements of our system
and our urban strategy are applied working as a
catalogue of interventions. The L-shaped lot has
a dual look on the road and different depths. The
choice is to build a continuous basement along
the area, completing this part of town. The podium works as the buffer element of the system:
it creates a functional barrier with the streets
screening the new garden. It is the regenerating element of the public space of the city and
a promoter of social, economic and productive
dynamics in the zoned fabric of the Neuperlach
district. Above it there are 3 volumes, two lowrise six-storey residential blocks, and a 9-floor
high rise residential block.
The tower on Karl Marx ring dial volumetrically
with the existing towers in the lot.

THE FIRST FLOOR
FLEXIBLE LOW RISE
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
The linear typologies have been designed to
maintain maximum flexibility of composition
around the central core for vertical
connections.
Six different types of flat can be assembled
and placed around the central core following
the toolkit, according to different needs for
each apartment blocks. The apartments are
divided in three main functional zones: living
room and kitchen zone, service core and
corridor, night zone with bedrooms.
The structure uses the central core as main
support maintaining the building flexible for
further changes of the layout following the
toolkit.
CORNER LOGGIAS
The tower block is divided in 4 different
apartment typologies. Having such a variation
of types in the floorplans helps introducing
social diversity. Each type is characterized
by two main elements: a central core with
services and kitchen and corner loggias that
are illuminating bedrooms and lounges.

THE GROUND FLOOR
THE PODIUM
The ground floor is completely accessible,
it is a mix of built and green areas, with
access both towards the street and public
spaces. The built podium functions as the
joint between city and residential area, as
private and public space. The internal green
courtyards is the counterpart of a more
organized floorplans and add public attraction
to the area, helping natural ventilation and
reduce solar radiation exposure.
Due to the structural flexibility the podium
can accommodate a set of different functions
- residential, productive, communal depending of its location, and current needs.
PLAZA
The podium is all articulated with different
spaces, among them a big public space,
the Plaza. Plaza is the reference point
for the whole neighbourhood community.
Like a pause in the density of the podium,
Plaza will be the central space of the whole
development around which multiple functions
take place: offices, atelier, active elderly
community centre, playground area.
“PASSAGES”
The podium is also the access to the
residential blocks place above, to the
productive spaces, and to the common areas.
The passages actively attract all the different
users while giving access to all the different
functions.

THE UNDERGROUND
PARKING ENTRANCE
The new underground car park answering
to the high demands of relocation of existing
car parking spaces (57) and creation of new
spots in order to allow the densification of the
area. The new car parking layout hosts 157
car spaces, including electrical power bank
for hybrid car. The need of creating such a
big underneath infrastructure give also the
possibility to create a system of public spaces
and gardens. The access to the basement is
located in the basement using the existing
ramp and the secondary street.
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THE FACADES
The facades has been developed considering two
different dimensions: in one hand a macro scale
based on a simple system and a coherent design,
on the other hand a smaller scale of intervention
where the rigid system has been adapted to the
human scale.
The macro-scale is based on a regular grid
treated differently depending on the program,
in the residential part the grid is made of
reinforced concrete, coated with thermal
insulation and finished in plaster. The podium
with its multiple program is treated with
coloured polished concrete elements, in order to
give a define identity with a low cost material.
In opposition to the general image of the
complex, a set of wooden facade tiles has been
developed to humanize and give a more vibrant
look at the design.
The wooden panels are developed on a modular
system of measurements, that follows the frame
of each opening. The thickness of the facade
become a small extension of each room towards
the outside.

Elevations 1:200

THE FACADES - DETAILS 1:50
1- concrete structure
2- wood flooring
3- wood window
4- termic insulation
5- prefabricated colored polished concrete structure
6- metalic railing
7- double windows
8- concrete structure
9- insulation + plaster
10- insulation
11- system screed
12- ceramic flooring + screed
13- suspended isulated ceiling
14- wood sandwich panel
15- insulation layer
16 - waterproofing layer
17- slope screed
18- gravel
19- metalic flashing
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